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in learning more about the complex and
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the heart of this book is the images
inspired by the 1996 sesquicentennial 3 assert the authors of this brief

of the arrival of the brooklyn the ship that but attractive volume providing some
brought almost two hundred latter day lesser known word pictures and visual

saints to the shores of the golden state images photographs and artifacts 3

california is an impressive addition to the from the life and world of brigham
regional studies series and has many young this work skillfully weaves to-

getherinteresting stories to tell since the arrival a well documented running text
of those first saints california has wit-
nessed

with visual images often ingeniously uti-
lizingimportant events in both national images as text

and church history the books fifteen many images are seen here in print for
articles treat subjects as diverse as the the first time such as the handsome por-

traitmarch of the mormon battalion the 19061906 of brigham young featured on the
san francisco earthquake and the riots cover also 107 rare views were dug out
that erupted in los angeles following the of nineteenth century national copy the
rodney king trial organized chronologi-
cally

library of congress or private hands
the essays present a myriad of there are no earth shattering discover-

iesimages each one adding a distinctive no long hoped for photograph of
flavor eliminating any single essay would brother brigham out among his people
leave the work incomplete but even the expert will learn something

the contributors bring to the volume new from this collection in particular
numerous approaches and perspectives images of brigham young s carriage his
giving the reader a taste of the richness death mask and a document listing the
and variety that has characterized the measurement of his physical lineamentslinea ments
saints experiences in california with 120 141 142 will interest both scholar
some articles focusing on individuals and layman alike scholars will benefit
others on groups or events and all from corrections and clarifications on the
demonstrating the golden state s signifi-
cant

dating of portraits and will puzzle over an
role in the past present and future image purported to be a fragment of

of the church california is never boring brigham youngs original membership
however with the exception of the article certificate 59 dating his baptism to
by richard holzapfel the volume might april 9 1832 five days earlier than his
have benefited from illustrations that own recollected date of april 14

would give life to lengthy descriptions of telling a story through images as this
people and places book attempts to do inevitably leaves out

california makes a valuable addition elements of the story where images are
to the growing body of works on church lacking or do not get the point across


